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REPORT 
 
 

DAY 1 (02-09-2022) 
 
Activity: Flip Classroom  
Flip Classroom activity allowed teachers to spend more time with the students and this 
definitely enriched the classroom experience through interactive group work. This activity 
provided a welcoming learning space that students can explore in. 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 



  
 
 
 
 

   
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

Teachers’ Day Celebrations Begin on September 2, 2022 at PSPS 
Govt P. G. College for Women, Gandhi Nagar 
  
In order to commemorate the birth Anniversary of Dr S. Radha Krishan, PSPS Govt P. G. 
College for Women, Gandhi Nagar marked the beginning of Teachers’ Day Celebrations with 



a series of activities. The Presidium of the College organized FLIP THE CLASS Activity, 
wherein the  students impersonated their teachers and interacted with the classmates as 
teachers.   
  
 Prof. Minu Mahajan, Principal of the College appreciated the efforts and initiative taken by 
the students. She also applauded them for this creative beginning. She extended her greetings 
and congratulations to all the teachers on occasion of Teachers’ Day, the birthday of the 
Teacher-turned-First Citizen of our great Motherland, the former President of India, and a great 
teacher Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan. She added that a true teacher is one who always remains 
a keen student. Sarvepalli ji used to say, “When we think we know, we cease to learn”. Teachers 
are the real builders of a strong society and a strong nation. Therefore, it is our utmost 
responsibility to continue to work in the right earnest to build a strong nation. 
  
Students also expressed gratitude towards their teachers. The pandemic times from last more 
than a year have necessitated adopting innovative methods for resilient teaching-learning 
processes. The students thanked the teachers for converting the challenges of pandemic into 
opportunities by radically integrating digital technology into teaching-learning, evaluation-
examination and admissions.  
  
The programme was devised, organized and conducted by Cultural Committee and presidium 
of the college.  
  
Experiences of our Future Teachers:  
  
    1. Being a teacher is the most difficult job as teachers are the pillars of the nation. They are 
responsible for educating the whole nation Being a teacher is a great and hectic responsibility 
as one has to put all its efforts and energy for educating the child. After becoming a teacher 
makes me understandable, as teacher puts all the knowledge to nurture the child's future and 
make him capable to compete and survive in this world. After becoming teacher, I understand 
how much difficult it is for the teacher to manage the whole class. 
                                     Komal Kotwal  
                                       Roll no 53  
                                      BSc Medical  
  
  
2. As today I played the role of teachers, while i was giving lecture I found that teaching is not 
a very easy task...but I got the opportunity and I really appreciate our teacher they are just 
awesome and my experience was very good and memorable event in my lifetime. 
                                 Diksha Sharma 
                                     Roll no. 560 
                                      BSc Sem IV 
  
  
3. I am so blessed that I have got the opportunity of being a teacher. It was a good experience 
that I ever had in my life. My gratitude to all the teachers that they have done which I will never 

forget. I really appreciate that  
                                       Isha sharma  
                                       Roll No. 1577 
                                       B. A. Sem II 



  
4. I want to express my gratitude to each and every teacher for always being a guiding light 
and a ray of hope in our lives. Today I enacted the role of teacher and it was a great experience 
for me. 
                                       Avantika  
                                       Roll no : 1719                                        
                                        B.A. Sem IV 
  
5. A teacher is a person who only teaches academic subjects or any course but he or she 
change the overall life of a student. Teacher focuses on the personality of the students and tries 
to remove the inner darkness of illiteracy and fill the light of knowledge in the inner will of his 
students. Today I played a role of teacher and it was a great experience for me. 
                                         Kritika Sharma  
                                         Roll No : 630  
                                         BSc Sem II 
  
  
    6. Some lines on today's experience being a teacher. It was nice but to be honest wearing 
heels all the day was kinda hesitating. And I come to know the effort our teachers do for 
teaching us in the classrooms. They have to prepare topics a night before giving a lecture. And 
I would say "by being a teacher I got to know that teaching is not everyone's cup of tea"! 
Teachers are the Real Gems. 
                                    Ishika Jandiyal.  
                                     Roll No : 1926  
                                     B.A. Sem ll 
  
7. Today... On account of birth anniversary of Dr. S Radha Krishnan, our college organised 
students as teachers activity. And I'm really grateful for this opportunity to be a part of the 
activity to play a role of Nidhi Suri Ma'am. Giving lecture is easy.. but.. making others 
understand that lecture is really tough....That's what our teachers do. And we must appreciate 
each and every teacher for this.. not just one day.. but our whole life...Without mentioning the 
efforts and support of my special student... Nidhi mam.. This is going to be incomplete... The 
way ma'am encouraged me and act as a student.. really made my day.. The moments we shared 
today will lifelong cherishing and memorable....Thank you everyone who not gave but blessed 
me with this opportunity... 
                                           Diya 
                                          B.A. Sem IV 
  
8. Teachers are the pillars of the nation. They have the responsibility to educate the whole 
nation. As today I played the role of teacher which was a very proud movement for me ,while 
giving lecture  I found that teaching is not a cup of tea . I appreciate all my teachers they are 

just osm and very experienced and this was a very memorable day of my life    
  
                                  Gagandeep kour 
                                   Roll no : 1939 
                                    B.A. Sem I                                      
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DAY 2 (05-09-2022) 

Activity: Cultural Programme 
& 

Felicitation of Teachers 
On the eve of Teachers’ Day Cultural programme was organised to encourage the interest of 
the young generation to participate in cultural life, by ensuring the provision of appropriate and 
equal treatment in cultural and artistic life. 

 

 



 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

Teachers’ Day Celebrations at PSPS GCW Gandhi Nagar 
Padma Shri Padma Sachdev Govt. P.G.College for Women, Gandhinagar Jammu celebrated 
Teacher's day on 5th September, 2022 to commemorate the Birth Anniversary of Dr. Sarvapalli 



Radhakrishnan in the  function held at the College Auditorium with great fervor and 
enthusiasm.. 

 The  Programme began with the lighting of  traditional lamp,therby invoking the Goddess 
Saraswati,the deity of knowledge to shower her blessings. 

 Teachers - the real Nation Builders were honoured by the students in a unique fashion.The 
highlights of the event were various activities like Pick the Chit; Ramp walk; Musical Chair 
etc wherein all the faculty members actively participated and thoroughly enjoyed the event.  

Prof. Minu Mahajan, the Principal of the College addressed the gathering and highlighted the 
role and importance of Teachers in shaping the lives and channelizing the energy of students. 
She further added that this event refreshed the nostalgic memories of student life. 

 The senior teachers whose retirement is due within months  were  felicitated with the beautiful 
momentos as a token of love and respect. The Teaching and Non-Teaching faculty members 
were also recognised for their services and felicitated with gifts. 

The programme concluded with the thumping Bhangra performance by the students. The event 
was sponsered by Talla jewellers .The whole  event was coordinated by the Presidium and 
Cultural Committee of the College. 

Felicitation of the College Teachers:  
Prof Minu Mahajan, Principal, PSPS Govt. P.G. College for Women, Gandhi Nagar felicitated 
the following dedicated college teachers as they are going to attain superannuation this year:  

 Dr. Suresh Kumar Bhat (Head, Department of Chemistry and IQAC Convenor) 
 Prof.Safia Shaikh (Head, Department of Urdu) 
 Prof.Anjana Gupta (Associate Professor, Department of Chemistry) 
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DAY 3 (06-09-2022) 

Activity 1: Parents Teacher Meet 
On the auspicious occasion of Teachers Day, Parents Teacher Meet was held to discuss the 
academic progress of the students and acknowledge the role of parents as well as teachers in 
shaping the all-round personality of the students. 

Activity 2: Investiture Ceremony 
Organisation of Investiture ceremony signifies the reliance and confidence that the college 
consigns in the newly invested office bearers. Donning the mantle of accountability, the 
students pledged to bestow their duties to the best of their abilities. 

 

Parents Teacher Meet 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

Parents Teacher Meet held at PSPS Govt P. G. College for Women, 
GandhiNagar, Jammu 

The Parent Teacher Meeting of the academic session 2021-22 was conducted. The meeting 
began with Lamp lighting followed by Saraswati Vandana. The main purpose of the meet was 
to create a common platform, where teachers and parents come together to enrich the student’s 
educational experiences and to discuss various issues, regarding all round development of 
students. Teachers also discussed with the parents the ways by which they can help their wards 
to excel in academics as well as in co-curricular activities. 

Prof Minu Mahajan, Principal, PSPS Govt P. G. College for Women, GandhiNagar, welcomed 
the parents and stated that PTM brings great opportunity for parents and teachers to develop a 
healthy and strong relationship for the holistic development of a student. She insisted on 
collective work and encouraged a close link between the parents, teachers and the students for 
all round development of the student. She briefed the parents on the significance of time 
management and the importance of being punctual. 

A comprehensive feedback about each student’s progress was given by the teachers. There was 
a mutual exchange of ideas and suggestions with an aim to work together to adorn the 
personality and academic performance of the students.  

The parents expressed their gratitude and appreciated the efforts being put in by the teachers 
towards the progress of their wards. The PTM meeting was conducive and fruitful. 

Prof Suresh Bhat, Convener IQAC averred that PTM is held for valuation of an academic and 
non- academic performance of the student. It helps to know and work for the betterment of 
student’s performance. Dr Anuradha Gandotra, Criteria In Charge interacted with parents and 
stated that PTM enables parent and teacher to work for the positive modification of the student's 
performance. Prof Poonam, Dr Nidhi Suri, Dr Chetna Mahajan, Prof Mamta Kundal, Dr Suraj 



Mohini, Dr Monika Hans and Dr Kusum coordinated and organised the program. The meeting 
concluded with vote of thanks by Dr Anuradha Gandotra. 
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DAY 3 (06-09-2022) 

Investiture Ceremony 

 

 

 
 



 

 



 
 

 
 
Investiture Ceremony at PSPS Govt P.G. College for Women, 
Gandhi Nagar 



Students Welfare Committee of Padma Shri Padma Sachdev Govt PG College for Women 
Gandhinagar Jammu organised Investiture Ceremony for the Session 2021-22 on 6th 
September,2022 in the College Auditorium. The Programme commenced with the lighting of 
traditional lamp followed by Saraswati Vandana to invoke the Goddess of Knowledge. 

  The newly appointed Presidium Members, Class Representatives and Volunteers were 
conferred with Badges and Sashes by the Prof. Minu Mahajan, the Principal of the College; 
Prof. Sujata Slathia, Dean Arts; Prof. Kamlesh Slathia,Dean Sciences ; Prof. Mamta Gupta, 
Dean Commerce along with the Proud Parents and members of Students Welfare Committee. 

 Ms. Ivanka Raman, the former President of the College handed over the torch of 
Enlightenment and Responsibility to the Newly inducted President Ms. Pooja Chargotra. The 
Presidium along with the Torch took the round of the College Campus. 

Donning the mantle of accountability, the members of the Presidium, CR's and Volunteers took 
pledge to bestow their duties to the best of their abilities and to hold the College motto of 
Loyality , Truth and Honour in high esteem. 

 Prof. Minu Mahajan, the Principal of the College congratulated and advised the council 
members to inculcate the values of punctuality, dedication, discipline and determination as they 
are the torch bearers of tomorrow.She also reminded them that with Position comes the 
responsibility towards themselves , their College and Peers. Pooja Chargotra , the newly 
appointed president expressed her gratitude for honouring her with this prestigious post and 
vowed to justify this with her conduct as College President. The programme concluded with 
the National Anthem. 
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DAY 4 (07-09-2022) 

Activity: Moot Court Trial 
The purpose of this activity was to make students aware of the court proceedings related to 
disputes between parties. This activity helped the students to understand the significance of 
teamwork, patience, and the ability to work under pressure. 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 
Moot Court Trial organized at PSPS Govt P.G. College for 
Women, Gandhi Nagar, Jammu 

The Department of Political Science in collaboration with IQAC of Padma Shri Padma Sachdev 

Go┗erﾐﾏeﾐt P.G. College for Woﾏeﾐ, Gaﾐdhi Nagar Jaﾏﾏu orgaﾐized a けMoot Court Trial AIti┗ity.げ 
Dr. Pooja Charak (HOD Political Science) warmly welcomed honorable college Principal, Prof.Minu 

Mahajan, Chief guest Advocate Mrs. Deepali Sharma , teachers and students. She highlighted the 

importance of moot court sessions and how it helps students to get more aware about various 

sections and articles related to law and order of the country.   



The moot court cases were held under the patronage of worthy College Principal, Prof.Minu Mahajan. 

She motivated the participants to showcase their talent, skills, confidence and creative vision by 

initiating their court proceedings in an organized manner.    Two moot court cases were presented by 

students  namely, Santosh Kumar Singh VS State through CBI case and Vishakha and others VS State 

of Rajasthan case respectively. Around 25 students participated in this activity and presented their 

respective moot court cases. Proceedings to both the cases were done by participants in a very 

organized,well researched and proper manner.  
 
In Priyadarshini Mattoo Case ,in which justice was provided after 7 tumultuous years, proceedings 

were held under three judges namely Justice SC Mittal ( Sajida ) ,Justice GP Thareja   (Vidushi) and 

JustiIe ‘S Sodhi ふNirdoshぶ.The ﾐarratioﾐ part ┘as doﾐe Hy Aastha. Kashish ┘as Priyadarshiﾐiげs La┘yer 
aﾐd Nazia played the role of aIIused Saﾐtosh Kuﾏarげs la┘yer.Tapasvini played the role of accused 

Santosh Kumar. Ragini portrayed the role of Dean of DU for Faculty of Law. Tanvi played the role of 

Priyadarshiﾐiげs frieﾐd aﾐd Aﾐshita ┘as Saﾐtosh Kuﾏarげs frieﾐd. Parthi portrayed the role of Priyaげs 
father. The roles of media , camera man, CBI ,Police and stenographer were played by Simrandeep , 

Janhvi ,Lubna ,Anam and Iqra respectively.     
In Vishakha and others vs State of Rajasthan Case, which popularised Vishakha Guidelines, the 

narration part was done by Tabishi. Manleen kour played the role of Judge,Mahroash was the public 

prosecutor, Sania played the role of advocate .Role of culprit was taken by Sabhiya and role of victim 

was portrayed by Mahini. Role of Witness was taken by Ayushi  and Stenographer role was portrayed 

by Shweta.    

Chief Guest ,advocate Mrs. Deepali Sharma also encouraged the participants and college authorities 

to conduct more such events which boost students morale and confidence and they get more aware 

about their legal rights as citizen of India. She admired this unique feature of moot court room in our 

college premises and expressed her gratitude to be invited as a Chief Guest for the moot case 

proceedings. 

The organized moot court sessions ended by vote of thanks by Dr. Harmeet Singh and students were 

made aware about various sections and articles in our Indian constitution related to law and order.The 

activity enriched the students experience and they gained new perspective about how court trials take 

place and the importance of Indian judiciary as well as the role of media in providing justice . 

Prof. Suresh Kumar Bhat (IQAC)   
Coordinator), Prof. Mamta Gupta (Dean Commerce) , Prof. Indu Sharma, Dr. Revika Arora, Dr. Seema 

Arora (HOD English ),Dr. Renu Anand (HOD Maths) and Prof. Mala Bhasin (Staff Secretary) ,Dr. Suraj 

Mohini Jamwal (HOD Sociology),Prof. Eisha Gohil ( HOD Psychology) ,Prof. Abhinav Sharma,Dr. Roopali 

Slathia , Dr. Ajaz Ahmed, Prof. Neelam Thapa and members of organizing committee Prof. Paramjeet 

Singh ,Dr. Vandana Sharma along with students ,were also present to witness the moot court 

proceedings.     

Student,Jasmeen Kour, Sujagya Sharma, Sonakshi Sharma,Muskan Sharma and Priyanka Sharma  also 

extended their help in organizing and coordinating the whole event.     
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